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CNN recently published an in-depth piece

exploring bias against conservatives in Silicon

Valley. Internal discussions at Google, leaked

exclusively to Breitbart News shine further light

on the problem, revealing that conservative

Googlers who voice concerns about political bias

are often belittled and ignored by fellow

employees.

 

A majority of Google employees have stated that the company
culture has not improved since they joined the company, in an
anonymous internal poll conducted shortly after the firing of
viewpoint diversity advocate James Damore. In screengrabs of
the discussion below the poll, one employee states a
more specific concern: political intolerance.
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Google “throwing money around to silence its critics” is an
allegation the company has faced before, from left-wingers and
mainstream journalists as well as right-wingers. It was the
employee’s comments about political correctness, however, that
caused ire from his colleagues, one of whom suggested he
simply leave the company.
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One colleague intervened, saying the comment was “no more
appropriate” than telling a gay worker he would be happier if he
quit his job.
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Another poster interjected, comparing the statement to telling a
woman forced to wear a headscarf at work to just shut up and
accept it.

The original poster then returned to the thread, stating that he
couldn’t even “keep his head down and work” at the company.
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Another employee entered the conversation to reject the call for
viewpoint diversity, telling his fellow Googler that he thought the
company would be better off without him. “A culture which
makes you feel uncomfortable is indeed making Google a better
place,” stated the employee.

The attitude appears to reflect that of other Google employees,
including managers, who openly called for supporters of James
Damore to be fired and blacklisted in the wake of the viewpoint
diversity controversy.

Later in the thread, a Jill Stein voter admitted that conservatives
who complained about political discrimination at Google had a
point. “The situation at Google is completely out of control,” says
the employee.

“Now the problems have leaked out into the press and I fear they
are irreparably harming the company’s reputation.”
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